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          New to Metal Stamping? Start here!

          
          
          On this page you'll find links to stamping videos for beginners, metal stamping products, kits, charts and simple how-to instructions to help you get started making metal stamped jewelry and gifts. Whatever your project may be, Beaducation has the metal stamping tools and supplies to help you start your new creative hobby. Have more questions? Connect with us on our Facebook group!
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Metal Stamping, Jewelry Making Supplies, & Free Jewelry Making Classes

      
      Whether you're a seasoned professional or a novice in the world of jewelry making, Beaducation is your top source for all of your needs, whether you're just starting out or aiming to enhance your existing jewelry business. You can find everything from jewelry making essentials to metal stamping kits, soldering kits, stamping blanks, and more here. Our high-quality supplies will help you create stunning, expertly crafted jewelry and advance your jewelry business.

          
      How Do You Stamp Metal Jewelry? If you're overwhelmed by the variety of metal stamping supplies available, finding the right jewelry making materials and metal stamps can feel daunting. But fear not – at Beaducation, we have everything you need. We highly recommend browsing our free jewelry making classes before diving into a project, to help you decide which one to tackle first. Once you've chosen, be sure to check out the corresponding project's list of recommended supplies to ensure you have everything you need. Our extensive collection includes intricate metal design stamps and high-quality stainless steel alphabet stamps, providing you with endless possibilities for creating stunning, expertly-crafted jewelry. With our free classes and wide selection of metal stamps and punches, you'll have all the tools necessary for successful and professional-looking jewelry making.
What Supplies Do I Need? For a successful jewelry making project, it's crucial to have the right tools at your disposal. These must-have jewelry making supplies will help take your creations and jewelry to the next level. Every project is different, but if you want to get serious about jewelry making there are some staple jewelry making supplies you need, these include:
Metal Design Stamps, Metal Alphabet Stamps, Jump Rings & Split Rings, Metal Stamping Blanks, Jewelry Hammer, Jewelry Pliers, Steel Bench Block, and a Metal Hole Punch.
As an expert in the jewelry industry, it's crucial to have the right tools for creating personalized accessories. From keychains to necklaces and bracelets, we have a wide selection of high-quality tools to help bring your creative projects to life. Our metal stamping kit and jewelry soldering kit are just a few of the kits available for those interested in making their own jewelry. For any inquiries about our tools or supplies, connect with us on social media or through email. Our jewelry tools are crafted with precision and high-grade materials to ensure your creations are top-notch. With a variety of jewelry making kits to choose from, including our metal stamping kit and jewelry soldering kit, you'll have all the necessary tools to design personalized accessories. Plus, our team is available for additional support through our social media channels or email.
Jewelry Making Supplies & Jewelry Findings for Every Maker
Whether you're a jewelry making hobbyist or you're looking for supplies for your creative business, Beaducation.com has the largest collection of jewelry making supplies for your projects. Whatever the material you're looking for, we have gold filled jewelry findings, rose gold filled jewelry findings, sterling silver jewelry findings, brass jewelry findings, aluminum jewelry findings and more. Our immense collection of jewelry findings include flat head rivets and round rivets, jump rings in various sizes and shapes, chain for jewelry making, metal sheets for jewelry making, and many others. Whatever jewelry making project you'd like to undertake, we have the jewelry findings and supplies to help you create to your heart's desire. Jewelry making supplies from Beaducation provide an opportunity for you to create one-of-a-kind jewelry pieces for yourself, your friends, and your customers. If you're in search of affordable jewelry findings for every project you've come to the right place. Whether you're looking to make custom necklaces, bracelets, rings or more, we have the supplies and educational content to help you get started. With a wide variety of materials and options, Beaducation.com offers an unparalleled collection of jewelry making supplies for all of your projects. Explore our diverse selection of gold filled, rose gold filled, sterling silver, brass, and aluminum jewelry findings, as well as essential items like rivets, jump rings, chain, and metal sheets. No matter the design or style, you can trust Beaducation to provide everything you need to create unique, high-quality jewelry pieces for yourself, friends, or customers. Plus, our affordable prices make it easy to stock up on all the supplies you need to keep creating. Don't wait - discover your creative potential with Beaducation.
What Brands Do You Carry? We carry ImpressArt Metal Stamps & Blanks, Stamp Yours Metal Stamps, Little Freckle Metal Stamps, Fretz Jewelry Hammers, Swarovski Crystal, PepeTools Equipment, and EuroTools Jewelry Making Tools!
Do You Offer Free Jewelry Making Classes? Beaducation takes pride in offering top-quality, complimentary jewelry making classes to equip you with all the necessary knowledge and skills. Learning a new skill takes time and practice, so don't be discouraged if your jewelry isn't flawless from the start. With our support and guidance, you'll be able to master each unique process and perfect your jewelry making skills. Learn from experienced instructors and refine your craft with guidance. No need to be disheartened - practice and patience are the keys to success. If you're ready, you can learn:
How To Metal Stamp, How To Wireweave, Beadwork & Stringing, How To Solder, How To Rivet & More
Explore our extensive collection of design inspiration for jewelry making, complete with expertly written, step-by-step instructions. Whether you are a seasoned artisan or just starting out, our educational resources are the perfect way to hone your skills and take on new projects. Some of our most popular classes cover topics such as soldering, metal stamping, and riveting techniques for both leather and metal jewelry. And if you're struggling with rust on your metal stamps, we have a comprehensive tutorial on how to clean and maintain them. Discover how to create custom rings for yourself and loved ones, with our detailed ring making tutorials. Go beyond the basics and take your jewelry-making skills to the next level with our expertly curated resources. Learn new techniques such as soldering, metal stamping, and riveting, both for metal and leather jewelry, while perfecting your existing skills. And for those stubborn rust stains on your metal stamps, we've got you covered with a step-by-step guide on how to clean and maintain them. From creating custom rings for loved ones to mastering the art of jewelry making, our educational resources will help you elevate your craft to new heights.
Whatever jewelry skill you're trying to take on, we have the free online jewelry making classes for you. Take a look at our 200+ jewelry making classes here to explore the opportunities for your next creative project.
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